We have investigated ultrafast carrier dynamics in a semiconductor crescent-shaped quantum wire by terahertz (THz) wave time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS). THz waves are generated by the motion of photoexcited carriers in semiconductor nanostructures, so that the time evolution of coherent polarization in the nanostructures is obtained by integration of observed THz waves. THz waves were generated by ultrashort optical pulse excitation of the quantum wire and detected using a freespace electrooptic (EO) sampling method. The dephasing time of coherent polarization in the quantum wire was varied by increasing the excitation energy. It was estimated that the dephasing time of coherent polarization is 300 fs at an excitation energy of 1.534 eV.
Introduction
Recently, terahertz (THz) wave technologies have been studied actively.Many THz wave generation techniques have been improved, [1] [2] [3] and various applications such as imaging 4) and THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) have been developed. 5, 6) On the other hand, the development of semiconductor nanostructures with a long dephasing time has enabled the fabrication of novel ultrafast devices using coherent control techniques such as all-optical switches and quantum information devices. In these techniques, the carrier population is controlled by an ultrashort optical pulse within the dephasing time, T 2 , so that measuring ultrafast carrier dynamics such as dephasing time and charge oscillations in the semiconductor nanostructures is very important. The THz-TDS technique has been attracting interest as one of the approaches to the measurement of ultrafast carrier dynamics, because THz waves are generated by the time evolution of coherent polarization in the nanostructures formed by photoexcited carriers. Measurements of ultrafast carrier dynamics such as Bloch oscillations 7) and carrier transport 8, 9) using the THz-TDS techniques have been reported, which agreed with theoretically estimated characteristics. In these techniques, THz waves are generated by ultrashort optical pulse excitation of devices and detected by time-resolved spectroscopy. The time evolution of carriers is obtained by integration of the observed THz waves.
The purpose of this work is to measure carrier dynamics in semiconductor quantum wire structures using the THz-TDS technique. In a quantum wire system, quantum oscillations, dephasing time, T 2 , and the magnitude of selfpolarization can be measured by the THz-TDS technique. We have generated THz waves from a quantum wire structure. 10, 11) In this paper, we report measurements of ultrafast carrier dynamics in a crescent-shaped quantum wire structure using the THz-TDS technique.
Principle of THz Wave Generation
THz waves are generated by the time evolution of coherent polarization, PðtÞ, induced by ultrashort optical pulse excitation. In a crescent-shaped quantum wire structure, the gravity centers of electrons and holes are different due to structural asymmetry, as shown in Fig. 1 , so that the crescent-shaped structure induces self-polarization in the quantum wire. Figure 2 shows a schematic energy level diagram of the quantum wire.In a three-level system that consists of the first electron level, the first heavy-hole (hh) level and the first light-hole (lh) level, coherent polarization induced by ultrashort optical pulse excitation is given by 
where mn is the probability density of excitons between energy states m and n, and z is the displacement of the electrons and the holes described by z ¼ h n jzj m i.
12) The first and second terms imply an instantaneous polarization formed by electron-hole pairs. The third term implies quantum beats between heavy holes and light holes. The electric field of THz waves generated by P is given by 
Experiments and Discussions
A GaAs/AlGaAs crescent-shaped quantum wire sample used in our experiment was fabricated on a V-grooved GaAs substrate using a metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) growth method with a flow rate modulation epitaxy (FME) technique. 13) Figure 3 shows (a) a schematic of the sample structure and (b) a cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the quantum wire layer. Fifteen periods of very small crescent-shaped quantum wires with a central thickness of 11 nm and a lateral full width of 46 nm were formed at the bottom of the V-groove. A more detailed description of the sample structure and photoluminescence (PL) and photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra are shown in ref. 11 The THz wave generated from the quantum wire sample was detected using a free-space electrooptic (EO) sampling method 11, 14) with a 1-mm-thick ZnTe crystal as an EO crystal (the bandwidth at a 3 dB reduction is 2.5 THz measured with a bulk InAs). The sample was held in the cryostat at a temperature of approximately 14 K, and illuminated with femtosecond optical pulses from a modelocked Ti:sapphire laser (the full width at half maximum bandwidth of about 7 nm, the repetition rate of 76 MHz). The polarization of the pump pulse was parallel to the quantum wire direction. Under this condition, only the heavy hole was excited.
11) The generated THz waves were collected by a pair of off-axis parabolic mirrors, and were incident on the ZnTe crystal collinearly with a probe beam. The pass of the THz waves was carried out in a vacuum (8 Torr) . A precise method of measurement is shown in refs. 10 and 11. Figure 4 (a) shows time-resolved THz waveforms under three conditions of excitation wavelength. The THz waves were generated by instantaneous polarization in the quantum wires. The amplitudes of the THz waves depend on the excitation energy, which was maximum at an excitation energy of 1.534 eV. 11) In this quantum wire system, quantum beats between the heavy and light holes cannot be occurred, because of the polarization dependence of the absorption (PLE) curve.
11) The electric field of the THz wave is defined by eqs. (2) , so that integration of observed THz waves shows the time evolution of coherent polarization in the quantum wire, namely,
Figure 4(b) shows integrated waveforms of each THz wave shown in Fig. 4(a) . The rising time of the polarization represents an increase in population, while the decay time of the polarization is determined by the macroscopic dephasing time, T Ã 2 , resulting from the inhomogeneous broadening. The decay time of coherent polarization in the quantum wire was varied by increasing the excitation energy, which decreased with increasing excitation energy. This is caused by the carrier-carrier scattering of excitons. The dephasing time of coherent polarization at an excitation energy of 1.534 eV was estimated to be 300 fs. This is a conceivable value, because it is close to the dephasing time reported in ref. 15 .
Conclusion
We have investigated ultrafast carrier dynamics in a crescent-shaped quantum wire using a THz-TDS technique. The time evolution of coherent polarization is obtained by integration of observed THz waves. THz waves were generated by ultrashort optical pulse excitation and detected using a free-space EO sampling method. The macroscopic dephasing time of the coherent polarization in the quantum wire was varied by increasing the excitation energy. It was 
